Cyclone impact Report
Cyclone Impacts (Nugal Region)
Introduction
From 10th to 14th November 2013, a team of Kaalo Aid and Development organization, consisting of
three persons extended visits to more than 20 villages and settlements which are located in the
severely affected areas by the tropical cyclone under Dangorayo and Eyl districts of Nugal region. The
team also visited rural households of about 1500 affected families in the nearby valleys and
witnessed the dead livestock of more than thousands, debriefed families, whose livestock were killed
by the floods and icy rain and their houses were swept away by the flash floods Isku-shub, Qaroonweyn, Shoog-shinbir, Xoolo-keen, Balli-shillin, Shillin-buur, Gal-hareen, Sarmaan, Lo-fadhi, Tabin,
Raqraq, Ceelmadoobe, Xajiin, Ban-xaar, Biyo-caddo, Bardo-sheel, Tuur, Qarxis, Budunto, Baarwayn,
Garmaal, Kabaal, La-dega, Maraye, Gabac, Odol, Baq-baq, Bogax-ujeeddo, and Har-qaboobe, and Dhirwaraabe.
Objectives
•

Assess locations affected by rain cyclones and find out type of damages and most vulnerable
families and the impact of the events.

•

Evaluate the live situation and basic needs of the affected population In order to plan
adequate interventions.

•

Assess damages of income sources settlements, infrastructure and environment impacts.

Findings:
Direct effects
All the above locations have been severely affected by the rain cyclones:
• The human and the livestock were killed by floods and icy rains
• Shelters of rural families were swept away by the floods
• Roads were severely damaged by floods
• The cyclone rains also formed huge gullies causing excessive soil erosion and vast
environment degradation.

Negative impacts
• People are sitting near the fences where their animals died and the decay process already
started which already brought health problems.
• People are shocked and mentally disordered
Our intervention:
We provided dates, spaghetti, Plastic sheets, Gasoline to cook and torches to families that were
severely affected by the cyclone in Dhir-waraabe.
Recommendations:
1. Proposed Interventions:
According to our experiences over the last 22 years in the provision of emergency, relief and recovery
programs in some past emergencies, like the Tsunami, which KAALO has implemented numerous
projects in the affected areas, and other past emergencies like the draughts, we have selected the
following quick emergency and recovery interventions during and after the emergency.
1.1 Quick Emergency Response
- Distribution of Food
- Distribution of non-food items

-

Medical supplies and treatment of both human and livestock
Emergency Shelter materials
Hygiene Kits
Psychosocial counseling

1.2 Recovery assistance to the families for long term sustainable livelihood
- Restocking
- Construction permanent shelters
- Construction of communal toilets
- Construction healthcare and educational facilities

The affected people

“We as Qonof family have a very small inadequate food to consume, we are demanding food to survive
and safe our lives from the starvation, we also need medicines to prevent a possible diseases outbreak, I
have had 530 shoats, I also lost all them, none of them survived, Before, it was a gift from Allah, I was rich
yesterday and I am poor today and it is a god’s miracle, We kindly request from the Puntland government
and the Somali people to provide assistances to us, and what happened to us is a catastrophic tragedy
and it will take time to recover”

“My name is Aidarus Jama Isse, Allah’s miracle happened to
us, Floods, Rain and Winds hit us, and took away our
livestock, they engulfed all the livestock, my sheep and goats
were 435 in number according my last Zakat which I
performed, I have none of them today, I am with empty
hands, Allah gave me before and Allah has returned them
now, my worst problem now is lack of what to eat, drink and
medicines, we are requesting a humanitarian support”.

“My name is Amina Ahmed, I am at Dhul-waraabe, we were wealth before with a lot of goats and sheep,
and you see they are all
gone, it is Allah’s plan and
we are happy with it, we
haven’t
any
other
information except that our
livestock has been taken
away by the floods, It is not
something
that
we
expected but it was written
by Allah and will forget it,
please reach our messages
to both the government
and the people to provide
assistance, we are really
depressed in the name of Allah”
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